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Lindzen et al [hereafter LCH] report an inverse relationship 
between indices of sea surface temperatures [T] and fractional 
cloud-coverage area index [A] in the tropical Pacific.  They cite 
a linear least-squares regression of the data shown in their 
figure 5a, in the form 
 
  A(i) = Ao + B x T(i)   i=1 to 511 non-default days  [1] 
with: 
 Ao =  0.761    cloud fraction at O Co 

 B = -0.022           d[Cloud Fraction] / Co . 
  B/<A> = -15% ± 2%     relative cloud-fraction sensitivity  
                           / Co , with respect to the average 
                           cloud fraction, <A>. 
 
From the negative value of B/<A> LCH support their interesting 
hypothesis of a cloud-modulated “Iris” effect that may operate  
to minimize global warming. 
 
I have analyzed a reconstruction of the LCH data by Hartmann and 
Michelsen (1), from which, after removing long-period trends in  
A and T, and accounting for disposable degrees of freedom, df, 
I get:   
        df ≈  50   ± 20     effective degrees of freedom. 
     B/<A> ≈  -9%  ± 6%     fractional cloud-cover decrease /Co  
       R^2 ≈ 0.04  ± 0.04   fractional variance attributable  
                            to the model, or  
       0.03 < R^2 < 0.06    with 90% confidence, by χ2. 
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It is not common that new discoveries of physics may confidently 
be inferred from variance attributions this small, nor 
uncertainties this large. 
 
An additional problem is revealed by the cospectrum of the A’T’ 
series, where more than 70% of the covariance power [R^2] is 
associated with periods greater than 10 days.  If the “Iris” 
mechanism is real, it is neither prompt, nor local.   
 
Readers interested in last point may wish to look at the Comment 
by Hartmann and Michelsen (1).  An amplified discussion of this 
present note may be found on the web (2). 
 
 
References: 
 
(1)  D.L. Hartmann and M.L. Michelsen [2001] 
     “No Evidence for Iris” 
     Accepted for publication in the Bulletin of the American 
     Meteorological Society, April, 2001 [tentatively scheduled 
     to appear in a November issue.] 
 
(2)  The material appended below is scheduled to be published in 
     a public-access web site managed by the American Meteor- 
     ological society. 
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Amplified comments on the paper: 
 

“Does the Earth Have an Adaptive Infrared 
 Iris?” 
 
Richard S. Lindzen, Ming-Dah Chou, and Arthur Y. Hou 
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, v82#3.  
pp 417-431, 2001. 

 
This comment by 
Halstead Harrison 
Atmospheric Sciences, UW 
Sept. 25, 2001 
 
 
 
Introduction: 
 
In their recent paper [BAMS, 82#3, pp 417-432, 2001] LCH suggest 
that tropical marine cloudiness forms an “adaptive iris” that 
diminishes other tendencies towards global warming.  They present 
analyses of satellite-derived indices of sea-surface temperatures 
[T] and fractional cloud areas [A] over the western tropical 
Pacific.  In their figure 5a, LCH plot a scattergram of A vs T 
[for clouds with radiative cloud-top temperatures less than 260K], 
to which they fit a linear regression of the form: 
 
  A(i) = Ao  +  B x T(i)       [1a] 
 
with: 
 
 A = 0.7608 - 0.0216 x T      
   <A> ≈ 0.144        mean cloud fraction for cloud tops < 260K  
 B/<A> ≈ -15% ± 2%    relative decrease in cloud cover per Co. 
-10% ≤ B/<A> ≤ -20%   with a three-sigma confidence interval. 
 
Necessary to the proposed iris mechanism is that B/<A> should be 
negative.   
 
As it is counter-intuitive that positive temperature excursions 
over tropical oceans are associated with diminished clouds, and 
because the data supporting the conjecture are very noisy, I have 
re-examined the magnitude of the inferred sensitivity, and the 
confidence limits imposed by sampling statistics. 
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Data: 
 
LCH analyze data from the 11- and 12-µ channels of the Japanese 
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite [GMS-5], and NCEP sea-
surface temperatures, for 20 months between 1-January 1998  
and 31-August 1999, with 1o x 1o resolution over the domain  
30oS - 30oN, 130o - 170o W.  From the 11-µ channel of GMS-5 they 
form a fractional area index, A, for pictels displaying cloud-top 
temperatures less that 260o K, weighted by latitude as: 
 
  A = ΣAn cosΘn / Σ cosΘn 

 
Similarly from the NCEP sea-surface temperatures they define a 
weighted temperature index as: 
 

 T = Σ An Tn cosΘn / Σ An cosΘn 

 
The data of LCH figure 5a comprise 511 observation pairs [A,T] 
collected over 603 calendar days.  A reconstruction of these data 
[Hartmann and Michelsen, 2001] is tabulated in Appendix B and 
displayed in this present note as the scattergram of figure 1.  
 
With these reconstructed data a linear least-squares regression  
of A vs T in the form of [1], with all errors assumed in A, and 
assuming 509 independent observations [df = 511 -2 fitted 
parameters], gives: 
 

   A = 0.7567 - 0.0241 x T    [1b] 
 
           R^2 = 0.075 
 
While these numbers differ slightly from those of LCH, likely  
as a result of different land masks [Hartmann and Michelsen, 
2001], I take them as confirming that the reconstructed data 
usefully sustain the further tests that I describe below. 
 
Note that the linear model of [1b] accounts for only 7.5% of  
the variance in A, a result not mentioned by LCH.  
 
In this present note I explore the confidence that we may 
attribute to the coefficient of determination, R^2, to the 
magnitude and sign of B/<A>, and to the power of these data  
to support an “iris effect”. 
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Figure 1 
 
Reconstructed scattergram [Hartmann and Michelsen, 2001] of Cloud-
cover fractions, A, vs Sea-surface temperatures, T.  The central 
green line is the least-squares regression [with all errors 
assumed in A].  Blue lines bracket with one-sigma standard errors, 
assuming df = 50 and 507. 
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A Standard Recipe: 
 
With linear least-squares regressions of the form of eqn[1]  
the standard errors [SE] of R^2 and B are commonly estimated to 
be: 
 
 SE[R^2] = 2 / df       [2a] 
 
       SE[B] = {[SSM/SSX] / df}^1/2    [2b] 
 
 
with     SSM = <[A(observed) - A(model)]^2> 
 
         SSX = <[T(observed) - <T>]}^2 
 
and       df = “The disposable degrees of freedom”. 
 
[The notation <> denotes “average over the 511 data points”. 
The factor of 2 in [2a] reflects stochastic variance in both  
A and T, as is appropriate with the present data.  [For one 
reference among many, see Seber, 1977.] 
 
If the data are “white”, as for example from a roulette wheel,  
and if they are perceived with a noiseless detector, then df is 
commonly estimated as the number of observations, [N = 511], minus 
the number of fitted parameters, [K = 2].  With this assumption 
equations [1b] with [2a,b] imply: 
 
       B = -0.0215 ± 0.0037   d[cloud fraction]/d[Co]   [3a] 
 
     <A> =  0.1541 ± 0.0018   average cloud fraction  
                              [T>260K] 
 
   B/<A> = -14%    ± 2%       relative cloud-fraction   [3b] 
                              sensitivity / Co 
 
     R^2 =  0.075  ± 0.004    attributable variance  
                              fraction     [3c] 
 
      df =  511 - 2 = 509     net disposable degrees    [3d] 
                              of freedom [N - K] 
 
As all of these SE are much less than the magnitudes their parent 
parameters, it would so far appear by this recipe that both B/<A> 
and R^2 were well determined by LCH. 
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It should be emphasized immediately, however, that [3d] specifies 
only an extreme upper limit of df.  With geophysical data two 
related effects commonly combine greatly to reduce the effective 
information content below that upper limit: persistence and 
spectral crowding.  In the following sections I discuss these 
effects on df and their corresponding effect on confidence in the 
relative “iris” sensitivity, B/<A>. 
 
 
Long-Period Persistence: 
 
A sensible first step in any analysis of serial data is simply to 
plot the time series, as in figure 2, from which it is immediately 
apparent that A(i) and T(i) display secular trends of opposite 
sign.  These regress to: 
 
    T(i) = 28.244   - 0.000597 ● day#(i)   [4a] 
    R^2  = 0.035 
  

   A(i) =  0.11212 + 0.000144 ● day#(i)   [4b] 
        R^2  =  0.332 
 
It is not clear [nor can these data determine] whether these 
apparent secular trends are “real”, or ... as it seems more likely 
... unresolved long-period, Markov-like meandering of serially 
persistent climate variables.   
 
In any event should they be included in regressions to determine 
an “iris coefficient”, B/<A>?   
 
I think not, for two reasons:  
 
1.  If these apparent long-term trends are indeed retained, then 
    the df of their contribution to the regressions of equations 
[1-3] is very low [the df of a straight line is only 2 !!].  The 
corresponding SE(B) must then be very large, and any inference 
drawn from the slope coefficient, B/<A>, must be very uncertain. 

 
2.  As a matter of principle, it seems to me that inferences drawn 
    from statistical tests should be limited to the time domain of 
the underlying measurements.  If the data do not resolve long-
periods, it is best to report conclusions as valid only in the 
accessible domain. 
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I have therefore subtracted the apparent trends of figure 2 and 
equations [4a,b] from the observed A(i), and T(i), for a revised 
scattergram [figure 3, p 8].    
 
 

 
 
Figure 2 
 
Time series of normalized [zero-mean, unit variance] time series 
of A’ [red] and T’ [green].  Note that both display linear trends, 
of opposite sign. 
 

 A’(i) = (A(i) - <A>) / σA 
 T’(i) = (T(i) - <T>) / σT 
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Figure 3. 
 
Revised scattergram with de-trended A() and T().   
 
A regression of the scattergram of figure 3, with de-trended A() 
and T() series, in the form of equation [1a], gives: 
 
     B = -0.0135 per Co 
 <B>/A = -9% per Co  
   R^2 =  0.042 .   
    
Comparison with [3a,b,c] reveals that about half of the variance 
attribution, R^2, and a third of the slope coefficient, B/<A>, is  
attributable to unresolved long-period meandering of A() and T(). 
Some discussion is appropriate here, to amplify upon this result. 
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As seasonal effects may be anticipated in both the A() and T() 
series, and because the data record [about 20 months] does not 
span an integral number of years, subtracting linear trends, as I 
have done, introduces the possibility of end-point artifacts that 
may confuse later interpretation.  An alternative way to remove 
long-period persistence might be separately to submit the A() and 
T() series to a high-pass filter, as for example by subtracting 
symmetrical N-day running means.  I have tested the R^2s of the 
correlations between such high-pass filtered arrays, with N = 31 
and 61 days.  With the first of these I get R^2 ≈ 0.08, with the 
second R^2 ≈ 0.04.  As I see no a priori reason to prefer one N 
over the other, this 2X discrepancy is both disturbing and a 
strong hint, I believe, that uncertainties associated with R^2, 
determined by whatever reasonable recipe, must be very large.   
 
All filters produce artifacts, and some element of judgment must 
bear on what flavor of distortion is least intolerable.  Running 
filters seriously “whiten” the power spectra of the filtered 
arrays, and introduce side-band power that is difficult to 
quantify.  As a major thrust of this note is the estimate of 
information content, or “disposable degrees of freedom”, df,  
I have preferred the simpler, and I believe least distorting, 
linear fit of figure 2. 
 
 
Short-Period Persistence: 
 
Unlike a series of outcomes from a roulette wheel, successive 
measurements of geophysical variables such as A() and T() commonly 
show persistence, with next measurements building upon, and 
“remembering” the last.  In this case repeated measurements at 
short intervals partially duplicate information that is already 
contained in the preceding measurements, and df may be reduced far 
below the number of observations, N.  
 
With an arbitrary data series, estimating the effective df is a 
subtle task, and I do not know a completely general recipe for it.  
In the section that follows I discuss two different routes to df 
that infer a similar and reasonable guess. 
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Effective Degrees of Freedom, df: 
 
 
Assuming that errors in T() greatly exceed those in A(), which is 
not strictly the case here, the slope coefficient, B, of equation 
[1] may be expressed as: 
 

     B = r • σA/σT        [5] 
 

with   σA = <(A()-<A>)>^1/2  = the standard deviation of the 
                               sequence of cloud fractions, A() 
 

       σT = <(T()-<T>)>^1/2  = the standard deviation of the 
                               sequence of sea-surface 
                               temperatures, T() 
 

and     r = <(A()-<A>)(T()-<T>)> / [σA σT] 
 
          = Pearson’s correlation coefficient between  
            A() and T(). 
 
If the A() and T() arrays are normalized to zero mean and unit 
variance, as in figure 2, with 
 

 A’(i) = (A(i) - <A>) / σA  
 

 T’(i) = (T(i) - <T>) / σT  
 
then  
 

    r = (1/N) [A’T’(1) + A’T’(2) + A’T’(3) ....] 
 
Figure 4 shows the sequence of  A’T’(i)/N as a function of the 
observing day-number, i, together with the cumulative sums of 
A’T’(i)/N from i=1 to N.  Note that N is a constant equal to 511, 
the number of non-default observing days.  In Figure 4, note also, 
please, that about half the negative net covariance is contributed 
by a few spikes, only, during the last 30 days. 
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Figure 4. 
 
Plots of A’T’/N [labeled x’y’, and colored blue], and the 
cumulative R^2 [red], vs observing day [0 - 603].  N = 511.   
 
A histogram of the full A’T’ series shows their distribution to be 
negatively skewed [S = -0.4] and platykurtotic [K = 7.8], that is, 
the pdf of A’T’ is distinctly non-Gaussian [for which S = 0 and  
K = 3].  This, and the qualitative appearance of the blue curve of 
Figure 4 strongly suggest that any signal, if real, is concen- 
trated in isolated large-amplitude bursts, or “spikes” that are 
superimposed in a Poisson-like distribution on top of Gaussian 
noise.    
 
Note especially that a very few spikes, only, contribute about 
half of all the cumulative R^2 [and negative B] during the last 30 
days of the 603 day observing period. 
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It’s an easy task to count these spikey events: there are 58 
excursions that exceed plus-or-minus one standard deviation [32 
negative, 26 positive, a net of only 6 events contributing to the 
net negative sensitivity coefficient, B/<A>].  The probability 
distribution function of the intervals between these events is 
approximately Poisson, with an average frequency of 10 days, and  
a standard deviation of √10 ≈ 3 days, or 32%1.   
 
A first, simple, and approximate guess for the number of discrete, 
information carrying events that contribute to df is therefore: 
 

df ≈ 58 ± 20         [6a] 
 
By the same recipe, the de-trended T() array is dominated by 
83 discrete events, and the A() array by 54.  Both these numbers 
are within one-sigma bounds of [6a], but the lesser of them is  
to be preferred for the reason that the information content of a 
product of two numbers [or arrays, A’T’()] does not exceed the 
information content of its less precise factor [A’()]2.   
 
Thus a slightly better guess is: 
 

df ≈ 54 ± 20         [6b] 
 
In a similar spirit to event counting, all 511 elements of the 
A’T’() series can also be re-ordered from their most positive  
to most negative components, and the smaller numbers paired off 
against one another, positive for negative.  Then only 46 of the 
most negative A’T’ remain to contribute all of the net 
correlation.   
 
This number is again not significantly different from [6a, or 6b]. 
 

                     
1 Note that with Poisson statistics the standard deviation of a 
difference between two numbers is the square-root of their sum.  
Thus the 6 net of negative spikes are accompanied by a standard 
deviation of √[58] ≈ 7.6, a relative error exceeding 100%. 
 
2 Consider for example two arrays, with default entries of -99: 
 
  X = 3,   7,   1,  -2,  17   df = 5  
  Y = 2, -99, -99, -99, -99   df = 1  
 
then XY = 6, -99, -99, -99, -99   df = 1, not 5. 
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A second and more sophisticated, though still approximate, recipe 
for estimating the information content of red-rich geophysical  
spectra is given by C.E. Leith [1973], as 
 
   df ≈ N / [1 + 2L]       [7] 
 
where   N = the number of observations [511]. 
 
        L = a “characteristic autocorrelation length”,  
      ≈ -1 / ln[r(1), with 
 
 r(1) = the lag-one autocorrelation of an arbitrary array, 
            Z(), or 
 
    r(1) = <Z(i+1) Z(i)>/[<Z^2>-<Z>^2>]    [8] 
 
From the lagged autocorrelation series for the product of the 
normalized and de-trended A’T’(), T’(), and A’() series [figures 
5a-c, pages 18-20], I find L to be approximately 2.19, 2.82, and 
5.26 days, respectively.  From the longer of these, noting again 
that the information content of a product is limited by that of 
its most sparse factor: 
 
 df ≈ 505 / (2(5.26)+1) ≈ 44.       [6c] 
 
This estimate is again not significantly different from 
[6a] or [6b].   
 
Enough!  Let’s accept: 
 

df ≈≈≈≈ 50 ±±±± 20         [6d] 
 
At the last step I shall round off precision estimates to one 
digit, only. 
 
 
The Regression, Revisited: 
 
With df = 50 , de-trended A() and T(), and errors assumed in 
A(), a linear, least-squares regression of the data shown in the 
scattergram of figure 3 [page 8] gives. 
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 A(i) = Ao + B ● T(i) 
 Ao =  0.5317 ± 0.0083     Cloud Fraction at 0 Co 

B  = -0.0135 ± 0.0099     d[Cloud Fraction]/ Co 
    <A> =  0.1541 ± 0.0048     Average Cloud Fraction 
    <T> = 28.0657 ± 0.0730     Average SST Co 
  B/<A> = -0.0873 ± 0.0644.... “iris” effect / Co 
    R^2 =  0.0422 ± 0.0400      
     df =      50 ± 20 
 
If all this is reasonable, then to summarize: 
 
 

 
B/<A> ≈≈≈≈  -9% ± 6%    Net “iris effect” coefficient: 
                     percent change in cloud cover  
                     per change in sea-surface 
                     temperatures, Co 
 
R^2   ≈≈≈≈ 0.04 ± 0.04  Fractional variance attributed  
                     to the regression.  
 

0.03 < R^2 < 0.06    with 90% confidence, by χ2, with 
 
df    ≈≈≈≈   50 ± 20    Effective degrees of freedom. 
 
2 < period < 603     Period interval of the  
                     observations, days.  The data 
                     contain longer-period drifts that 
                     are not resolved. 

 
 
 
 
Power Spectra: 
 
There are further constraints on the iris effect that may be 
extracted from spectral analyses.  Computing power spectra, 
however, [and understanding them], is always trickier than one 
guesses ahead of time.  Data strings are never long enough, 
numerical artifacts combine to produce cross-talk between channels 
that “ought” to be orthogonal, arguments rage over optimum 
filters, and missing data weaken inferences.   
 
This last problem is acute in the present case, where 15% of the 
603 observing days are missing.  I have attempted to evaluate the 
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effect of these omissions by computing power spectra in two 
complementary ways: firstly with a “complete” and direct algorithm 
that substitutes mean values for the missing data, and secondly 
through a cosine transform of the autocorrelation spectra, by 
Wiener’s theorem.   
 
Neither method is completely satisfactory.  The first introduces 
spurious power at high frequencies; the second discriminates 
against the lower frequencies [or longer periods].  In the present 
case, however, the two methods show similar spectra at periods 
between 10 and 100 days. 
 
The figures 6-8, beginning on page 26, show power spectra of the 
A’T’(), T(), and A() series, computed separately by both the 
direct method and through Wiener’s cosine transform of the lagged 
autocorrelations of figures 5.  Interesting features of these 
spectra are marginally significant waves with periods of 55, 22, 
9, and 7 days.  Tropical waves are “well known” at periods of 40-
60 [Madden, 1986], 12-30 [Wallace, 1968], and 4-5 days [Yanai and 
Maruyama, 1966].  
 
Comparing the spectra obtained by the two methods shows their 
periods to be moderately robust, though with different amplitudes. 
 
Wiener’s method  “ought” to be less sensitive to missing data,  
but the chance nevertheless remains that some of the features are  
artifacts.  I performed a few tests, only, by computing the 
spectra of random Markov chains constructed with persistence times 
of 5.3 days, as with the A’() index.  One of these tests ... the 
very first that I tried, actually ... closely resembled [mocked?] 
figure 7d.  I did not repeat a sufficient number of independent 
Markov tests to confidently estimate the probabilities of that 
first and only coincidence. 
 
A robust feature of these spectra, however, is that 70-80% of the 
covariance in 6a,b occurs at periods exceeding 10 days.  Thus  
 

*  an “Iris” effect, if real, is neither prompt,  
   nor local. 

 
 
Phase-shifted Crossed Correlations: 
 
The iris hypothesis depends upon the confidence we can assign  
to a negative, “zero-lag” crossed correlation between the A’()  
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and T’() series. [See eqn[5].]  It is an amusing and perhaps 
informative exercise to compute the same correlations with  
A’(i+j) successively leading [-100 < j < 1] and lagging  
T’(i) [1 < j > +100], as in figure 8. 
   
 

 
 
Figure 8 
 
Plotted here are the R^2s of leading- and lagged crossed-
correlations between de-trended A(i) and T(i+j), with  
-100 < j < +100.  Green lines show negative correlations,  
red positive.   
 
In this figure it can be seen that the zero-lag negative 
correlation [R^2 = 0.04] was but one of about 30 “accidental” 
correlations, of both signs, at various leads and lags.  A larger 
correlation precedes it by five days, with opposite sign.  Is 
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there any reason why the zero-lag correlation should be preferred 
over any other that is consistent with the governing physics? 
 
Indeed, the LCH data would seem reasonably to support an infer- 
ence that positive fluctuations in sea-surface temperatures are 
followed five days later by positive fluctuations in cloud 
coverage, which would exclude any “Iris” effect.  As the R^2 of 
this presumption is also very small [though larger than at zero 
lag, as assumed by LCH], and accompanied by large uncertainties, 
I judge this exercise as no more than “data dredging”.  Alert 
readers may enjoy constructing plausible models to explain the 
curiosity. 
 
 
Summary: 
 
I have re-examined the regression offered by LCH to support their 
“iris hypothesis”.  About a third of the apparent iris effect, 
B/<A>, and half the attributable variance fraction, R^2, derive 
from long-period meanderings that are not resolved by the data.  
The residual regression with these trends removed accounts for 
only 4 ± 4 percent of the attributable variance.  The remaining 
iris coefficient [B/<A> = -9 ± 6 percent per Co] displays a one-
sigma relative standard error that is 2/3rds of its mean value.  
As less than 30% of the residual covariance occurs with periods 
less than 10 days, it would appear that an “Iris” effect, if real, 
is neither prompt, nor local. 
 
Readers interested in this last point may wish to look also at the 
Comment by Hartmann and Michelsen [2001]. 
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Figures 5a-7d:  Autocorrelations, Covariances, 
                and Power Spectra 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5a 
 
Lagged Autocovariance spectrum of the A’T’ series [green], with 
+/- one-sigma error bands [red].  The characteristic 1/e 
persistence lag is 2.19 days.  This plot is transformed into 
the power spectra of figures 6b, through Wiener’s cosine theorem. 
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Figure 5b 
 
Lagged Autocorrelation Spectrum of the sea-surface temperature 
index, T.  The characteristic lag-time, L, is 2.82 days. 
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Figure 5c 
 
Lagged Autocorrelation spectrum of the Cloud-Fraction area index, 
A(t).  Note the persistence lag of 5.26 days and the pronounced 
period of 60-80 days. 
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Figure 6a 
 
Fourier Power Spectrum of the A’T’ covariance by the direct 
method, smoothed with a 5th-order binomial filter.  
 
The heavy red line shows a Lorentz spectrum that matches the 
observations’ persistence lag.  Light red lines approximately 
limit the upper and lower one-sigma errors with respect to the 
Lorenzian.  The light blue line shows the integral power as a 
function of increasing period.  The black horizontal line is the 
“white” spectrum, with equal amplitudes and all periods. 
 
Marginally significant maxima are observed with periods of 55, 22, 
9 and 7 days.  About 70% of the power occurs with periods greater 
than 10 days.  Thus an “iris coefficient”, if real, is not prompt. 
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Figure 6b. 
 
Same as figure 6a, by Weiner’s cosine transform of figure 5a.  
Note that similar maxima are observed with different amplitudes. 
By this method over 80% of the variance occurs with periods longer 
than 10 days. 
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Figure 7a 
 
Fourier Power Spectrum of the sea-surface temperature index, T, 
by the direct method, smoothed with a 5-th order binomial filter. 
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Figure 7b. 
 
Same as 7a, by Weiner’s cosine transform of the lagged 
autocorrelation spectrum of figure 5b.  [Note the shift of 
scale on the abcissa.] 
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Figure 7c 
 
 
Same as [7a], displayed after a 5-th order binomial smoothing 
filter.   
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Figure 7d 
 
Power Spectrum of the cloud-area index, A, by Wiener’s transform. 
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Appendix A:  Shannon’s Limit 
 
An upper limit for df may be estimated from information theory 
[Shannon, 1948]: 
 
 df|max = N Σ{P(k) ln[P(k)} / Σ{1/N ln(1/N)}   [A.1] 
 
          k = 1 to N/2 
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In [A.1]  N = the number of observations [511] 
 
     P(k) = the k-th component of the normalized power 
                spectrum of the time series A’T’(t), t= 1 to 603 
 
Shannon and others have emphasized that this estimate assumes 
binary data with a perfect detector, which is very much not 
the case with the present example.  Continuing, however, I have 
computed and summed the P(k) as displayed in figures 6a,b pages 
20-21, to get 
 
 df|Max = 440         
 
More realistically in the present case, the A’T’ series is not 
binary, and is perceived through detectors with noise functions 
Fn(k), that are unknown to me.  As a guess, only, I have assumed 
two cases: 
 
 
 Fn(k) = 2/N    k=1 to N/2     [7a] 
 
     [a “white” detector with threshold equal to the signal’s rms 
      noise.] 
 
 Fn(k) = C / [1 + (2πkL/N)^2]      [7b] 
 
     [a “Lorentzian”, limited by the greater of white detector 
      noise, as above, and in-signal red noise matched in [7b] 
      through C and L to the observed spectrum, P(k). 
 
With these two cases: 
 
 df ≈ 126   [with 7a]     [6d] 
 
 df ≈ 92   [with 7b]     [6e] 
 
I am unsure about how much weight should be given to these last 
two estimates, depending as they do upon arbitrary assumptions of 
an unknown [at least to me] Fn(k) affecting measurement 
instrumentation and primary data reduction. 
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Appendix B: The Data 
 
 
LCH data, reconstructed by D.L. Hartmann and M.L. Michelsen, 2001,  
 
 
 Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T 
 ====================================================================== 
   5  0.20185  28.759  |  197  0.17295  28.381  |  381  0.16227  28.333 
   8  0.16243  27.748  |  198  0.15745  28.499  |  382  0.19665  28.164 
   9  0.13653  28.787  |  199  0.14845  28.459  |  383  0.21729  28.017 
  10  0.12922  28.499  |  200  0.14106  28.550  |  384  0.22307  28.547 
  11  0.13164  28.470  |  201  0.13865  28.586  |  385  0.24633  28.882 
  12  0.09491  28.164  |  202  0.14398  28.537  |  386  0.26135  28.839 
  13  0.08662  28.266  |  203  0.15527  28.610  |  387  0.25900  28.469 
  14  0.08499  27.584  |  205  0.17085  28.491  |  388  0.24260  28.129 
  15  0.12418  27.144  |  206  0.15177  28.232  |  389  0.18345  27.388 
  16  0.13298  27.074  |  207  0.14877  28.017  |  390  0.17642  27.227 
  18  0.15748  27.831  |  208  0.16442  27.791  |  391  0.14593  27.643 
  19  0.15973  28.358  |  209  0.12944  28.347  |  392  0.13418  28.080 
  20  0.16894  28.551  |  210  0.13174  28.605  |  393  0.14111  28.170 
  21  0.16028  28.486  |  211  0.15533  27.969  |  394  0.16127  28.156 
  23  0.14491  28.447  |  212  0.15497  27.688  |  395  0.13341  28.387 
  27  0.11738  28.818  |  213  0.14573  28.047  |  396  0.14698  28.656 
  29  0.10941  28.544  |  214  0.12417  27.675  |  397  0.15633  28.185 
  30  0.10265  28.748  |  215  0.12094  28.585  |  402  0.17945  28.491 
  32  0.11745  28.426  |  216  0.13933  28.395  |  403  0.21261  28.551 
  33  0.09661  28.532  |  217  0.14786  27.739  |  404  0.22422  28.672 
  34  0.08381  28.429  |  218  0.13277  28.103  |  405  0.24449  28.725 
  35  0.09520  28.283  |  219  0.11449  28.283  |  406  0.24750  28.473 
  37  0.09723  27.161  |  220  0.12935  28.895  |  407  0.25315  28.278 
  38  0.11370  27.455  |  221  0.14876  28.753  |  408  0.28046  28.444 
  39  0.12554  27.927  |  222  0.14079  27.995  |  409  0.25835  28.395 
  40  0.11132  28.388  |  223  0.10374  27.796  |  410  0.23736  27.972 
  41  0.09421  28.315  |  224  0.09154  27.832  |  411  0.22777  27.464 
  42  0.11028  28.025  |  225  0.10949  28.652  |  412  0.21652  27.059 
  43  0.13295  27.994  |  226  0.11843  28.879  |  413  0.20386  27.304 
  44  0.11266  28.690  |  227  0.14618  28.082  |  414  0.19358  27.664 
  45  0.10514  28.624  |  228  0.14399  27.082  |  415  0.16978  27.463 
  48  0.09257  27.788  |  229  0.13490  27.564  |  416  0.12015  28.230 
  49  0.09427  27.857  |  230  0.14759  28.503  |  417  0.11847  28.481 
  50  0.10184  28.268  |  231  0.15389  28.777  |  418  0.13310  28.881 
  51  0.10004  27.657  |  232  0.16933  28.389  |  419  0.12696  28.970 
  53  0.10521  27.051  |  233  0.16127  28.424  |  420  0.12258  28.819 
  54  0.12039  27.586  |  234  0.11798  29.146  |  421  0.12353  28.884 
  55  0.14374  27.930  |  235  0.12462  28.731  |  422  0.12341  28.897 
  56  0.16117  28.359  |  236  0.13388  28.425  |  423  0.14389  28.734 
  57  0.12831  28.503  |  237  0.12678  28.772  |  424  0.13577  28.725 
  58  0.11202  28.617  |  238  0.15633  28.923  |  425  0.13107  28.312 
  59  0.13675  28.050  |  239  0.17735  28.103  |  426  0.15708  27.492 
  60  0.14586  28.453  |  240  0.19205  27.712  |  428  0.15625  27.544 
  61  0.14348  28.415  |  241  0.17143  27.993  |  429  0.17631  27.096 
  62  0.13319  28.585  |  242  0.14733  28.422  |  430  0.17782  26.834 
  63  0.13968  28.189  |  243  0.14279  28.004  |  432  0.20535  26.977 
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 Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T 
 ====================================================================== 
  64  0.11334  28.542  |  244  0.12634  27.537  |  433  0.23546  27.322 
  65  0.09634  28.963  |  245  0.12359  27.995  |  434  0.20769  27.527 
  66  0.10481  28.696  |  246  0.13106  28.101  |  435  0.19979  27.677 
  67  0.11632  28.560  |  247  0.11136  28.487  |  436  0.15528  27.859 
  68  0.10691  28.313  |  248  0.10649  28.777  |  438  0.14748  26.966 
  69  0.10683  27.339  |  249  0.12767  28.980  |  439  0.14419  27.414 
  70  0.11373  27.051  |  250  0.13270  29.042  |  440  0.14147  28.134 
  72  0.13087  27.264  |  251  0.13491  28.986  |  441  0.12486  28.098 
  74  0.10703  28.319  |  252  0.14218  28.844  |  442  0.12709  27.569 
  75  0.12672  28.119  |  253  0.16066  28.547  |  443  0.15869  27.778 
  76  0.12976  28.540  |  254  0.18819  27.999  |  444  0.16938  28.279 
  77  0.13958  28.051  |  255  0.18011  27.706  |  445  0.16719  28.349 
  78  0.15265  28.221  |  256  0.13893  28.334  |  446  0.16175  28.437 
  79  0.15937  27.879  |  257  0.13958  27.995  |  447  0.18654  28.642 
  80  0.16819  27.424  |  258  0.15281  27.985  |  448  0.18234  28.353 
  81  0.15243  27.833  |  259  0.16307  27.662  |  449  0.20774  27.787 
  82  0.13335  28.116  |  260  0.18313  27.832  |  450  0.19288  27.755 
  83  0.10507  28.428  |  261  0.19078  28.001  |  451  0.19175  27.805 
  84  0.08729  28.537  |  262  0.15494  28.714  |  452  0.18394  27.954 
  85  0.07057  28.625  |  263  0.13524  29.035  |  453  0.16362  28.497 
  86  0.08183  28.615  |  264  0.15341  28.747  |  454  0.15841  28.245 
  89  0.08273  28.453  |  265  0.16263  28.024  |  455  0.18648  27.481 
  90  0.06060  28.649  |  266  0.16928  27.469  |  456  0.18491  27.646 
  91  0.06995  28.803  |  267  0.20118  27.722  |  457  0.19409  28.063 
  92  0.09301  28.137  |  268  0.19673  27.649  |  458  0.21065  28.052 
  93  0.08992  27.994  |  269  0.16676  27.963  |  459  0.20987  27.844 
  94  0.08913  28.161  |  271  0.17417  28.367  |  460  0.19947  27.699 
  95  0.08248  27.856  |  272  0.18531  28.492  |  461  0.19699  28.053 
  96  0.07688  27.912  |  273  0.17941  28.264  |  462  0.21095  27.636 
  97  0.07129  28.213  |  277  0.14748  28.962  |  463  0.21722  27.504 
  98  0.05668  28.906  |  278  0.14528  28.797  |  464  0.22094  27.418 
  99  0.06804  28.653  |  279  0.16939  28.091  |  465  0.20548  27.259 
 100  0.08941  28.782  |  280  0.17035  27.735  |  466  0.17376  27.817 
 101  0.09215  28.478  |  281  0.14938  27.801  |  467  0.17301  27.951 
 102  0.09245  28.336  |  282  0.14364  27.940  |  468  0.20358  28.130 
 103  0.09397  28.280  |  283  0.16707  28.137  |  469  0.23343  27.574 
 104  0.11962  28.130  |  284  0.15925  28.432  |  470  0.20698  27.508 
 105  0.13576  27.928  |  285  0.15119  28.694  |  471  0.19494  27.774 
 106  0.11314  27.657  |  286  0.13556  28.777  |  472  0.19645  27.502 
 107  0.09765  27.334  |  287  0.12037  28.791  |  473  0.22108  27.314 
 108  0.08743  27.520  |  288  0.14217  28.399  |  474  0.20294  27.529 
 109  0.07713  28.053  |  289  0.17353  28.196  |  476  0.14169  27.152 
 110  0.09897  27.805  |  290  0.22339  27.710  |  477  0.12970  27.288 
 111  0.09427  27.370  |  291  0.21487  27.814  |  479  0.18684  27.205 
 112  0.11372  27.984  |  292  0.16960  28.159  |  480  0.19282  27.630 
 113  0.12262  28.348  |  293  0.13008  28.641  |  481  0.19464  27.387 
 114  0.10489  28.557  |  294  0.12280  28.921  |  482  0.17394  27.482 
 115  0.07465  28.162  |  296  0.10034  28.241  |  483  0.17489  27.518 
 116  0.07068  27.423  |  297  0.09378  28.478  |  486  0.17991  26.709 
 117  0.07710  27.570  |  298  0.09664  28.093  |  487  0.19566  26.554 
 118  0.07091  27.928  |  299  0.12835  27.997  |  489  0.16504  27.470 
 119  0.06281  28.442  |  300  0.13311  28.229  |  490  0.16255  27.800 
 120  0.08509  28.535  |  301  0.14146  28.607  |  492  0.14853  27.411 
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 Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T 
 ====================================================================== 
 122  0.08592  27.748  |  302  0.11230  28.301  |  493  0.13161  27.123 
 123  0.09783  27.888  |  303  0.11860  28.504  |  494  0.11258  27.502 
 125  0.09770  27.529  |  304  0.12804  27.940  |  495  0.11179  27.473 
 126  0.12861  27.622  |  305  0.13990  27.320  |  496  0.13952  27.163 
 128  0.17342  27.721  |  306  0.13772  27.637  |  497  0.13441  28.105 
 130  0.16948  27.724  |  307  0.12946  27.633  |  498  0.11497  28.072 
 131  0.12409  28.010  |  308  0.12318  28.287  |  499  0.12857  28.334 
 132  0.10639  28.358  |  309  0.12907  28.517  |  500  0.11798  28.573 
 133  0.11374  28.226  |  310  0.13811  28.290  |  501  0.12949  28.281 
 134  0.14894  28.160  |  311  0.12981  28.769  |  502  0.12785  28.161 
 135  0.16089  28.129  |  312  0.13256  28.812  |  503  0.13910  28.238 
 136  0.18346  28.218  |  313  0.16164  28.517  |  512  0.18995  27.541 
 137  0.21093  27.820  |  314  0.13568  28.761  |  513  0.17446  27.291 
 138  0.23354  27.803  |  315  0.14917  28.472  |  514  0.14831  27.689 
 139  0.22129  27.931  |  316  0.17816  27.867  |  515  0.16277  28.214 
 140  0.17559  28.022  |  317  0.18431  27.753  |  516  0.15048  28.676 
 141  0.13700  27.948  |  318  0.20871  27.791  |  517  0.16121  28.888 
 142  0.12511  27.527  |  319  0.22091  27.870  |  518  0.18706  27.749 
 143  0.11699  27.932  |  320  0.20923  27.982  |  519  0.16284  27.772 
 144  0.10233  28.268  |  321  0.15892  27.947  |  525  0.20290  28.371 
 145  0.13492  27.817  |  322  0.15433  28.299  |  526  0.20878  28.170 
 146  0.19872  27.451  |  323  0.14904  28.737  |  528  0.14272  28.411 
 147  0.21056  27.499  |  324  0.14703  28.914  |  538  0.16539  27.135 
 148  0.17009  27.895  |  325  0.18823  28.440  |  539  0.18348  26.723 
 149  0.18360  27.869  |  326  0.17128  27.682  |  557  0.22392  28.250 
 150  0.15022  27.851  |  327  0.16619  27.561  |  558  0.24813  28.311 
 151  0.11287  28.124  |  328  0.18574  27.625  |  559  0.22113  27.927 
 152  0.10893  28.683  |  329  0.17219  27.398  |  560  0.20512  27.482 
 153  0.11184  28.576  |  330  0.16377  27.724  |  561  0.17471  28.070 
 154  0.16052  27.807  |  331  0.18260  27.824  |  562  0.17091  28.621 
 155  0.15674  27.548  |  332  0.18969  27.492  |  563  0.19938  28.589 
 156  0.14833  27.808  |  333  0.15815  27.802  |  564  0.19932  28.590 
 157  0.18330  28.027  |  334  0.18779  27.920  |  565  0.19040  28.541 
 158  0.17990  27.948  |  335  0.21223  28.025  |  566  0.20651  28.305 
 159  0.17656  27.441  |  336  0.18896  28.143  |  567  0.21612  28.193 
 160  0.15916  27.399  |  337  0.16966  28.098  |  568  0.21419  28.308 
 161  0.16463  27.472  |  340  0.13444  28.823  |  569  0.21661  27.719 
 162  0.16461  26.999  |  341  0.16408  28.243  |  570  0.21903  26.909 
 163  0.13457  27.172  |  342  0.18830  27.960  |  571  0.25133  26.973 
 164  0.12121  27.893  |  343  0.21509  28.483  |  572  0.28564  26.761 
 165  0.10200  28.429  |  344  0.21946  28.288  |  573  0.26379  27.039 
 166  0.08739  28.360  |  345  0.20001  28.421  |  574  0.18501  28.311 
 167  0.10003  28.357  |  346  0.18867  28.847  |  575  0.17707  28.492 
 168  0.10351  28.495  |  347  0.18763  28.778  |  576  0.17527  28.501 
 169  0.12319  27.996  |  348  0.20127  28.566  |  577  0.17145  28.498 
 170  0.12712  28.326  |  349  0.20297  28.397  |  578  0.18289  28.286 
 171  0.13934  28.565  |  350  0.17332  28.277  |  579  0.20011  27.496 
 172  0.16166  28.125  |  355  0.19516  27.076  |  581  0.19188  28.031 
 173  0.14544  28.448  |  356  0.18555  28.141  |  582  0.24852  27.440 
 174  0.11185  28.907  |  357  0.19773  28.252  |  583  0.25609  26.749 
 175  0.12208  28.667  |  358  0.20939  28.092  |  584  0.23933  27.135 
 176  0.13377  27.419  |  359  0.18291  28.281  |  585  0.18609  27.984 
 177  0.12399  27.628  |  360  0.18233  28.634  |  586  0.16235  28.526 
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 Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T  |  Day#       A       T 
 ====================================================================== 
 178  0.11676  28.297  |  361  0.16853  28.933  |  587  0.16126  28.695 
 179  0.11843  28.560  |  362  0.19059  28.701  |  588  0.18825  28.222 
 180  0.12171  27.663  |  363  0.17088  28.581  |  589  0.17492  27.583 
 181  0.15691  27.693  |  364  0.16349  28.854  |  590  0.15214  28.782 
 182  0.13563  27.727  |  366  0.15204  28.182  |  591  0.17096  28.494 
 183  0.11713  27.062  |  367  0.15290  28.130  |  593  0.16805  27.449 
 184  0.13568  27.285  |  368  0.14731  28.170  |  594  0.15401  27.220 
 185  0.15200  27.433  |  369  0.20612  27.230  |  595  0.18585  27.079 
 186  0.15838  27.352  |  370  0.22214  26.904  |  596  0.19117  27.202 
 187  0.16827  27.871  |  371  0.21980  26.950  |  597  0.15819  28.001 
 188  0.12983  28.418  |  372  0.20224  27.321  |  598  0.10271  28.769 
 189  0.12655  28.660  |  373  0.15420  28.154  |  599  0.10390  28.406 
 190  0.13000  28.705  |  374  0.13760  28.112  |  600  0.12970  28.310 
 191  0.12366  28.395  |  375  0.12459  28.190  |  601  0.15863  27.291 
 192  0.14059  28.178  |  376  0.12452  28.343  |  602  0.19282  26.260 
 193  0.14333  27.426  |  377  0.12891  28.621  |  603  0.20197  26.677 
 194  0.14421  27.781  |  378  0.14041  28.570  |  608  0.16976  27.300 
 195  0.16864  27.916  |  379  0.15932  28.485  |  
 196  0.18342  28.160  |  380  0.17245  28.425  |  
• 

 
 


